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It is a pleasure as always to introduce this edition of Q-news which focuses on the 
achievements and events of the Lent Term 2013. At the time of writing there is little 

sign of the vicious east wind abating that has cut through the last few days of term with merciless cold steel. I hope when you 
receive this the long-awaited spring will actually have arrived!

The weather, inevitably, had a devastating effect on football 
and other fixtures, especially towards the end of term, reaching 
its most frustrating point in the netball tour when not a single 
fixture could be played, though I am told the girls enjoyed the trip 
nonetheless. That said, plenty of good sporting activity has taken 
place and much of it is detailed in this magazine.

One event that was not affected was, of course, the annual 
musical, which this year was Bugsy Malone. Not, perhaps, the most 
intellectual and thought-provoking of pieces, it was nonetheless 
great fun and the very young cast who performed in it learnt 
a great deal about stagecraft which will no doubt redound to 
their benefit as they tackle future productions. There were some 
excellent performances as ever, and the band was very good 
indeed. Those who remember the many musicals of the past will 
be pleased to hear that they continue to be produced under the 
aegis of the redoubtable Mrs Arkwright.

The Lent Term may well turn out to be one of the most significant 
in the school’s 500 year history. All readers of Q-news will be 
aware from the last edition that we were planning to submit an 
application to become a Free School with effect from September 
2014. I can report now that the weighty application form was duly 
handed in to the DfE in January and despite much competition, 
our bid was considered to be strong and was thus shortlisted. 
We then received a visit from an Education Adviser, which was 
tantamount to a mini-inspection. On 22nd March the Chairman 
of Governors, Jeremy Gorick (OB) and I, accompanied by the 
Deputy Head (Academic), Dr Farmar, the Bursar, Nick Edwards and 

another Governor (and parent), Hamish Hamilton, went down to 
London for the formal interview. We felt this was a very positive 
experience and we will hear the outcome by the end of May. We 
remain completely convinced that this is the right route for the 
school to take and that many advantages will accrue to existing 
and future pupils, not least in the broader curriculum and extra-
curricular activities we will be able to offer. The definition of a Free 
School, incidentally, is a state-funded independent school: the 
word independent will be very significant for us as we will retain 
our ethos of educating the whole child and providing the sort of 
variety of experience you will read about in the pages that follow.

As usual Q-news is a rich mixture of the academic, sporting and 
aesthetic but also the charitable and this reflects very well indeed 
the sort of school we are and will continue to be, in line with 
our motto, disce prodesse. The school is in a very positive and 
optimistic mood as we see numbers heading in the right direction 
(by 15th April, 55 newcomers will have joined us mid-year, and we 
will be back to having four First Year Forms in 
September 2013 for the first time in six years).It 
has been heartening to see, though by no means 
surprising, what a warm welcome all our new 
pupils have been afforded this term and I am 
confident that those who join us in coming years 
will be equally well received and will subscribe 
to the ethos that is evident throughout this 
magazine.

Simon Corns, Headmaster

A team of four pupils from QEGS 
showed their financial acumen 
in reaching the regional final in a 
national investment competition. 

FTSE’s’ have made 
really good progress 
since the start of 
the competition last 
October and out 
of the 7584 teams 
who entered they 
finished in 80th 
place nationally. 

The free to enter 
competition, run 
by the educational 
charity ifs School 
of Finance and supported by Bloomberg, 
provides teams with £100,000 of virtual 
money to buy and sell shares in FTSE 
100 companies. Now in its 20th year, the 
competition is the largest of its kind in 
the UK and is also open to international 
students.

Rod McKee, Vice Principal of the ifs said: 
“This competition gives students the 
opportunity to gain first-hand experience 
of making investment decisions, which will 
benefit them throughout their lives when 
making financial choices. This is a real 
achievement and many congratulations go 
to the team from Queen Elizabeth’s.”

Best Investors

The “5 foot FTSEs” team, comprising Fourth 
Year pupils Declan Bateson, Joe Davies, 
Ben Ellison and Chris Bate were competing 
against more than 40,000 other students 
across the UK in the ifs Student Investor 
Challenge, and made nearly £20,000 
trading in virtual shares in just three 
months, outperforming the FTSE 100 share 
index in the process.

This meant they qualified for the North 
of England regional final, held at Leeds 
Metropolitan University in March, where 
they came a very respectable 15th place, 
competing against 20 other teams made 
up mostly of older students. The ‘5 foot 
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School Musical – Bugsy Malone  
The main hall at school was transformed 
into the Chicago nightclub and gangster 
scene of the 1920s when a large and 
young cast of pupils (complete with 
splurge guns) threw themselves with 
gusto into their production of Alan 
Parker’s Bugsy Malone. 

The title role was played with aplomb 
by Rees Parry: his gentle but persistent 
pursuit of the tempestuous would-be 
singer Blowsey Brown (Cara Murray) saw 
him finally get the girl despite the lure 
of Fat Sam’s flirtatious girlfriend Tallulah 
(Bethan McKeating), whose vampish 
charms failed to distract Bugsy from 
his heart’s desire. Cara herself gave a 
powerful performance as a woman who 
knows what she wants and showed that 
Blowsey won’t be messed about,  
even by Bugsy.

Poor little Fizzy (Lauryn Graham) just 
couldn’t get the attention of nightclub 
owner Fat Sam (Edward Watts), who kept 
fobbing off her requests for an audition 
to become a dancer.  Despite these 
rejections Fizzy kept trying and dancing 
beautiful and tender solos which won the 
hearts of the audience, if not Fat Sam.
Fat Sam is a pivotal part in the play 
around whose wheezing weighty form the 
action revolves and Edward Watts gave 
a convincing and confident performance 
as the gargantuan gangland boss who 
sees his empire under threat from rival 
gangster Dandy Dan (Joe Dwyer) and 
his new technological breakthrough, the 
Splurge Gun.

The dancing girls’ high-kicking routines 
were choreographed by Old Blackburnian 
Clare Hardy, who managed to create a 
fine sense of rhythm and movement in 
the gym scene where prospective pugilist 
Leroy (Qasim Ali) flexes his muscles as 
the onlookers swoon in adoration at his 
powerful physique.

The whole musical was punctuated 
with comic interludes such as QEGS’ 
own Laurel and Hardy – lanky detective 
Captain Smolsky (Lukas Turner), his 
diminutive side-kick Sergeant O’Dreary 
(Ted Bendell) and the lugubrious 
Knuckles (Theo Roberts), whose knuckle-
cracking skill drove his boss to distraction 
and had the school nurse checking her 
first aid supplies were handy!

Bugsy Malone was a huge team effort 
and Mrs Arkwright deserved the acclaim 
she received for bringing together this 
large cast, some of whom were making 
their first appearance on stage, to create 
a highly enjoyable show. The band 
too, under the astute direction of Mrs 
Lashbrook, performed splendidly to help 
evoke the era, not least with their bouncy 
ragtime overture and Christopher  

Richardson-Dulling’s saxophone solo. 
Behind the scenes the backstage crew, 
make-up, sound and lighting also played 
their part to make the show come 
together on the night.

The school musical provides an 
opportunity for a large number of pupils 
to have a go and, judging by the grins 
when the cast took their curtain calls, 
Bugsy Malone won’t be the last time they 
take part in a QEGS production.
J Lavelle.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Peaceful Art
Year 8 pupil William Fryars is leading the 
way with his art after winning first prize 
in Blackburn Rotary Club’s Intermediate 
Artist competition. The painting had to 
be entitled Peace and William decided to 
portray this by painting the word Peace 
in numerous languages and styles. Ayman 
Darve in Year 9 won second prize for her 
painting of the dove of peace holding 
international flags.

William has also gained third prize in the 
District competition. 

This is the second year running that QEGS 
has featured in the District awards.

QEGS Sporting Dinner 2013
QEGS sporting dinner held at Mytton 
Fold this year was a great success. Guest 
speaker Paul Fletcher and comedian 
Austin Knight provided engaging and 
humorous entertainment throughout the 
evening.  
 

 
 
Over £2000 was raised with the money 
going towards kits, bikes and the purchase 
of a defibrillator for the swimming pool. 
Many thanks to all the sponsors and 
guests who attended.

Paul Fletcher Austin Knight
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Zumba

Charity Hop Telling Stories

QEGS Got Talent

It was a case of ‘do what I do!’ as our Year 
7&8 pupils tried their hand (or should that 
be feet?) at Zumba the fitness dance craze 
that is becoming increasingly popular. 

As the instructor took to the stage in the 
Main Hall the pupils, and some staff, tried to 
copy the movements in front of them. The 
workout was certainly intense and it began 
to take its toll on the pupils as the session 
progressed. However, their efforts were all in 
a good cause as they were raising funds for 
LEPRA Health in Action.

LEPRA Health in Action (formerly known 
as the British Empire Leprosy Relief 
Association) is a health and medical 
development charity fighting diseases 
of poverty and working towards a world 
without leprosy (Hansen’s disease). Diseases 
of poverty include: leprosy, lymphatic 
filariasis, malaria, TB and HIV/AIDS.

Building on more than 85 years of 
experience as the key pioneering 
organisation combating leprosy, they now 
address not only leprosy prevention and 
treatment, but also other diseases of poverty 
including malaria, HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and 
lymphatic filariasis. 

Through providing health education in 
communities, training local staff, setting up 
specialist referral services and refurbishing 
hospitals and surgeries, LEPRA is working 
alongside vulnerable communities to help 
put people’s health in their own hands.

Year 7 raised the sponsorship and collected 
the money with a little help from Year 8. 
Miss Wildman also contributed to the total 
raised with a break-time cake sale, which 
went some of the way to replace the calories 
burnt!

The Year 8 pupils’ annual charity event 
to raise funds for the NSPCC has become 
a major part of the end of term events 
at Queen Elizabeth’s. This year was no 
different with the pupils taking part in a 
sponsored space hopper bounce. Many 
donned fancy dress for the occasion and 
managed to endure aching thigh muscles 
in order to raise £1,058 for the charity.

Mrs Helen Redman from the NSPCC 
visited the school to accept a cheque on 
behalf of the charity and to explain how 
the money raised would be used. The 
total raised by Year 8 pupils at QEGS in 
the past few years is now in excess of 
£10,000.

The annual storyteller event put together 
by Mrs Dewhurst, Librarian in Senior 
School proved to be a real success with 
Val Tyler, author of the Time Wreccas 
and the Time Apprentice spending a full 
day at QEGS. Val worked with J5, J6, Year 
7, Year 8 and also dropped into Frobisher 
House Assembly. Val was delighted to 
return to QEGS, having visited us back in 
2011. Her sessions included short stories, 
war stories, fairy tales, true stories, 
the art of storytelling, expert advice on 
writing stories and some very interesting 
monologues. The storyteller used lots of 
her props to entertain and delight our 
students. Her patchwork storytelling cloak 
was a real treat to see, along with her 
storytelling book and red velvet chair. 

Sixth Formers Alex Gunn and Ben Proos 
recently proved that ‘QEGS’s Got Talent’ 
when they organised an evening of 
entertainment based on the famous show.

The two students managed to bring  
their idea to fruition and organise a 
memorable evening in order to raise money 
for the ‘Uganda Project’ that supports a 
school in Uganda.

As the former Young Magician of the Year, 
Ben acted as host on the night baffling all 
with his amazing magic skills. It was also 
appropriate that Alex’s stand-up routine 
was voted by the audience as the overall 
winner of the event. Mr Grogan (aka Louis 
Walsh) Dr Butler (Simon Cowell) and Mrs 
Foxley (Amanda Holden) proffered their 

advice and words of encouragement as 
judges. 

Hannah Evans dancing was mesmerising, 
Bethan MacKeating and Cara Murray sang 
like nightingales, The Westwood boys band 
was thumping, Nathan Duckworth’s piano 
piece was intricate whilst Conor Hamilton’s 
comedy sketch was interesting!

Just over £900 was raised for the Uganda 
Project and the money will go a long way to 
finishing the classroom/dormitory for the 40 
children that presently sleep at the school on 
the floor of a goat shed!

Should anyone wish to sponsor a child at 
the school in Uganda, it only costs £40 for a 
whole year’s school fees. Please contact Mr 
Buckingham for details.

Musical treat
The teatime concert, now a regular 
feature in the school’s music 
calendar, once again provided 
the ideal opportunity for young 
musicians to perform in public, 
this time on Valentine’s Day in the 
intimate environment of Big School.

Many of the 16 performers were 
playing before an audience for the first 
time, but the variety of instruments on display, woodwind, brass, string and percussion 
augurs well for the future development of musical ensembles at Queen Elizabeth’s.
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Sixth Form team

NEWS IN BRIEF
Rachel has talent! 
Rachel Walsh a Year 8 pupil has stars in 
hers eyes in more ways than one!

Rachel, age 13, is part of the Dance with 
Passion Viva Elvis dance troupe that is 
making progress in this year’s Britain’s Got 
Talent show.

The dance troupe, based in Preston, sent 
a video tape to the show’s producers last 
year, but heard nothing. However, this year 
they viewed the tape and promptly called 
the dancers to Manchester for an audition.

An excited Rachel said,” It was really 
exciting but nerve-wracking dancing in 
front of the judges, Simon Cowell, Amanda 
Holden, Alesha Dixon and David Walliams 
but they liked us and we will now be going 
down to London for the next round!”

Before that the Latin Formation Team has 
the small matter of the World Modern Jive 
Championships in Blackpool to contend 
with. It may not be stars judging that 
competition but for the young dancers it 
is just as important. “We are doing lots of 
rehearsal,” said Rachel, “but we are just 
taking one event at a time.”

It will be an exciting time for all the young 
dancers and if you know anyone who 
would like to try it for themselves they can 
contact Jason Parkinson on 0787 567 9193.

Rotary Winners

Chemistry success for Sam

World Book Day

Rotary Technology Tournament, Hollins Technical College, Accrington

Technology teams weigh in for prizes

Four teams of pupils travelled to Hollins 
Technical College, Accrington, to represent 
QEGS in the Regional Rotary Technology 
Tournament.  This year’s theme was 
building a weight powered vehicle.

With three age group prizes up for grabs 
competition was fierce with 45 teams 
taking part.

Each age group had a different design 
brief for which they had to complete a 
design folio and construct a solution in 

four hours. The resultant model was then 
tested in front of the judges.

All four QEGS teams successfully 
completed their tasks in the time 
available.

Congratulations go to the Sixth Form team 
of John Foster, Max Humberstone, Chris 
Nutter and Ryan Middleton, and the Year 
9 team of Goe Parkinson, Ben Knowles, 
Thomas Walsh, and William Parkinson 
who between them won two of the three 
trophies awarded.

Sixth Form student Sam Exton was one of the 
country’s top students in the Royal Society of 
Chemistry’s 2013 UK Chemistry Olympiad.  He was 
one of just 28 students invited to St Catherine’s 
College, Cambridge during the Easter holidays for a 
weekend of theoretical and practical tests, after which 
six will be chosen as the squad of four team members 
and two reserves to represent the UK in the 45th 
International Chemistry Olympiad: this will be held in 
Moscow in July this year.

Sam previously studied at Darwen Aldridge 
Community Academy before joining the Sixth Form 
at QEGS on being awarded an Ogden Trust Science 
Scholarship. He has been offered a place at Oxford to 
study Chemistry this year and is well on the way to 
achieve the A*AA he needs.  

Everyone at school wishes Sam good luck for the next 
stage of this year’s Olympiad.

Year 9 Team

QEGS School Library was delighted to welcome best-
selling and award-winning author, Alan Gibbons on 
World Book Day.

Alan ran writing workshops and held author talks 
throughout the day, working with Year 7, 8, 9 and 
also EPQ students from our Sixth Form. We were also 
privileged to hear Alan talk about, and launch his 
new book Raining Fire, released this month. Pupils 
and staff also had the opportunity to meet Alan at 
lunchtime during his book signing session. 

World Book Day took place during Book Week 
when numerous other activities were held; launch 
of Readathon 2013 (sponsored read for all Year 7 
& 8), House Quiz for all years, design a bookmark 
competition and of course exchanging the World Book 
Day book tokens for World Book Day books. 
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NEWS IN BRIEFMaths Success
The Regional Final of the 
Junior Mathematics Challenge 
at AKS Blackpool proved to 
be a happy hunting ground 
for Queen Elizabeth’s with an 
excellent third place finish, the 
best-ever placing for a Year 8 
team from the school.

The four-strong team, Hashim 
Ali, Lukas Mason, Kimlam 
Nugyen and Ishaq Yasin, 
competed against 28 other 
schools in the competition, 
which tests the mathematical 
ability of teams in a variety 
of ways, including working in 
pairs, individually or as a team, 
often working against the clock 
to solve problems and finalise 
their answers. Well done to all 
four on a fine performance!

Uganda

Sponsor a child at our school in Uganda 
£40 for the whole year!

As part of our long term commitment at 
QEGS to the Good Samaritan Primary 
School in Kampala, I would like to raise a 
regular source of revenue to support this 
project.

For just £40 a child will receive an education 
for a year. In 2010 and 2012 we visited and 
worked in the school with students form 
our Sixth Form. It has been an amazing 
adventure in which both parties benefit.

We are already planning the 2014 trip!

Contact me abuckingham@qegsblackburn.com and I will email you the forms and 
information about a child to sponsor. Many thanks, Andy Buckingham.

House Basketball
For those who have never experienced it, 
the intensity of any House Competition 
Final is hard to convey. 

The recent basketball final was no 
different as Drake and Raleigh fought for 
glory. Although enthusiasm was more in 
abundance than skill it was a very close 
match with the lead constantly changing.

With the scores level going into the final 
quarter tough team talks from the House 
staff were called for, but still there was 
little between the sides as the clock 
counted down.

However, after a three point basket by 
Raleigh it looked as if they would triumph 
if their defence was strong.  Still time 
however, for Drake to respond with two 
quick baskets to secure the win 20-19.

Junior School Swimming Gala
The 26th Annual Junior School Swimming 
Gala took place last week with the children 
parading in their Houses around the pool 
waving their flags to a packed seating area 
of proud parents and grandparents.

Every child swam in at least one race and 
every completed swim scored points for 
their team, so it was important for all those 
taking part to make sure that they finished 
the race, which they all did.

For the fastest swimmer in each stroke a 
trophy was awarded by the Headmaster.  
It was a fabulous gala with the closest 
result for many years. Grenville and 
Frobisher just beat Howard and Raleigh  
to first place with Drake and Hawkins not 
too far behind.

Grenville and Frobisher House Captain, 
Tom Nixon-Taylor received the Fred Raby 
Trophy from Mr Corns. 
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NEWS IN BRIEF Katie Stikes Gold

Fifth Year pupil Katie Gaffing showed her prowess in the water when she claimed 
gold medals in both the 100m Individual Medley and the 25m Butterfly at the 
Blackburn with Darwen Intermediate Girls Swimming Gala. 

Congratulations Katie!

Netball Tour
The Netball squad set off in very wintery 
conditions with the hope of playing 
netball against QEGS Penrith and Austin 
Friars Carlisle recently, but unfortunately 
the weather had other ideas.  In true 
QEGS fashion the girls made the most of 

the weekend.  Saturday included plenty of 
swimming and retail therapy followed by 
Laser Quest in the afternoon. They then 
spent a few hours getting ready to go 
for their end of season meal on Saturday 
evening. 

An early start on Sunday morning saw 
the team set off for Keswick to spend the 
day at the indoor climbing wall. Despite 
the disappointment of no netball, a great 
weekend was had by all.

The House Netball Competition
The House netball competition proved, 
once again, to be a close contest. The 
semi-finals had suggested that Grenville 
would be the firm favourites after they 
beat Howard 15-0. The other semi-final 
had been a far closer match which 
Frobisher eventually won 11-9. 
 
The final was a tense affair to begin with 
as both teams tried to develop a pattern 
of play. However, it was Frobisher, with 
one or two good players in key positions, 
who triumphed over Grenville 10-5. In the 
third place play off Raleigh beat Howard 
15-4 leaving the final standings as:
1st –  Frobisher 4th – Howard
2nd – Grenville 5th – Hawkins
3rd – Raleigh 6th – Drake

Senior House Swimming Gala
The annual House 
swimming competition 
proved, once again, to 
be a very popular and 
competitive event. It is on 
occasions such as this that 
Heads of House hope that 
they have some strong club 
swimmers to rely on for 
points, but more often than 
not, it is the efforts of the 
‘willing’ volunteers that 
make the difference to the 
points total that can result 
in a trophy.

After all the intensity of 
the individual races the 
competition among the 
Houses was quite close 
but as usual in these Gala’s the relay was to count for double points, which could make 
a big difference to the overall result. Four wins out of six for Frobisher sealed the relay 
trophy with 72 points and a close tussle for second between Grenville and Drake, 48 and 45 
respectively, reflecting the close competition. This was to influence the overall result where, 
despite being beaten into fourth place by Drake in the relays, Raleigh had secured enough 
points to gain third place. 
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Pioneer Swimming Gala in memory of David Fairbrother
Pioneer 79 Swimming Club organised a swimming 
gala at the QEGS pool in memory of Old 
Blackburnian and former pupil David Fairbrother 
(OB 1998-2005). The occasion also marked the 
unveiling of a new honours board celebrating school 
swimming captains, of which David was one.

David’s mother Julie, together with his sisters Emily 
and Ruth, and teacher Jim Grogan were all present 
to hear Headmaster Simon Corns welcome everyone 
to the gala, followed by a tribute to David paid by 
Dr Mark Butler, the school’s Director of Physical 
Education.

Dr Butler recalled David’s involvement in sport at 
QEGS during his time as a pupil, and how “the little 
lad in the blue blazer” had become a role model and 
captain of swimming, before going on to be a leader 
of men, serving his country with the Royal Marines in 
Afghanistan. He concluded by describing David, who 
was killed in action in 2011, as “one of QEGS’ finest 
sons”.

Thank you to Pioneer 79 for organising the event, and 
to all who took part in memory of David.

The latest in the series of “Fish and Chip lunch” meetings was 
held at school on 1st March, bringing together former pupils 
from various eras going back to the 1950s. 

The lunches are an opportunity for former pupils and staff to 
return to school on a normal working day, to meet other Old 
Blackburnians from different walks of life, as well as teachers and 
the Headmaster. Over an informal lunch, they also learned about 
current developments at the school and afterwards were able to 
take a tour of the school, revisiting old haunts as well as many of 
the newer facilities.

Numbers for each lunch are very limited, but if you would like 
to find out more about the next event on May 17 or to book a 
place contact the Foundation Office on 01254 686308 or email 
foundation@qegs.blackburn.sch.uk

NEWS FOR FORMER PUPILS

Cambridge Dinner June 7  
Open to all Old Blackburnians and guests

The next Cambridge dinner will take place at Queens’ College 
Cambridge on June 7.  The speaker is Professor J David McClean, 
CBE FBA.  Professor McClean was at Queen Elizabeth’s from 
1948-1957 and then to Magdalen College, Oxford.  He was called 
to the bar in 1963.  He was Pro Vice Chancellor of the University 
of Sheffield from 1991-1996.  His main field of research is the 
conflict of laws and international family and procedural law. 
Other important interests include civil aviation law, international 
criminal law and social work. He is also an expert on the law 
relating to the Church of England.

The Cambridge dinners are lovely events in beautiful 
surroundings.  Queens’ College, Cambridge is one of the oldest 
Cambridge colleges and this summer event is not to be missed.  
If you would like to find out more or reserve a place contact the 
Foundation Office.

Last few Quincentenary cufflinks 
for sale

Fish ‘n Chip lunches  
Book now for May

There are just six pairs of QEGS Quincentenary cufflinks for 
sale at the discount price of £10 plus postage.  If you would 
like a pair please contact the Foundation Office.
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Professor Paul Jarrett M.A. F.R.C.S.

Katherine exhibits in Finland

Professor Jarrett has been appointed as 
Master of The Worshipful Company of 
Clockmakers.

Professor Jarrett’s fascination with clocks 
stated in childhood by a Strumbel’s 
longcase clock at his uncle’s home.  
Despite a busy career in the medical 
world his interest remained strong and on 
retirement he attended night classes on 
the repair and restoration of clocks and 
he now has a very personal collection of 
clocks.

Old Blackburnian Paul was at QEGS  
from 1952-1960, following sixth form he 
read medicine and natural sciences at 
Downing College, Cambridge. For the  
full story check the former pupils news  
on the website.

Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar School, West Park Road, Blackburn, BB2 6DF
TEL: 01254 686300 FAX: 01254 692314 EMAIL: headmaster@qegsblackburn.com WEB: www.QEGSblackburn.com

Harry aims for Sochi
Former pupil Harry Gillam has his sights 
set on next year’s Winter Olympics in 
Sochi, Russia. Harry (OB 1999-2007) is 
an aerial skier, a sport which combines 
skiing abilities with acrobatic skills. 
Harry recently went out to the Russian 
venue for a test event, which whetted 
his appetite even more to compete in the 
2014 Games there.

In a note sent to the school’s Director 
of PE, Dr Mark Butler, Harry said that 
the facilities in Sochi were far from 
being ready, but that he was thoroughly 
enjoying his skiing, which he described as 
“the best sport in the world”! Good luck, 
Harry: we’ll be watching out for you!

Michael takes silk
Congratulations to Michael Hayton, who 
has been appointed as Queen’s Counsel 
following the usual exacting selection 
process. After Queen Elizabeth’s (1979-89) 
Michael read Jurisprudence at St Anne’s 
College, Oxford, and was called to the Bar 
in 1993. All those appointed as ‘silks’ (the 
colloquial term that refers to the fact that 
all QCs wear silk gowns of a particular 
design) have demonstrated excellence in 
advocacy in the higher courts.

House Of Commons Dinner – A Sell Out!
When the opportunity arose to organise an OBA dinner at the House of Commons it would 
be fair to say that there was a degree of nervousness about whether we would be able to 
sell the minimum number of tickets to fill the room, but we needn’t have worried.  Within 
a very short space of time the first venue was full and we moved into a larger dining room 
and by the time of the dinner we had filled that to capacity with a waiting list of potential 
guests who had been unable to buy a ticket.  The evening was hosted by the Deputy Speaker 
of the House of Commons and Ribble Valley MP Nigel Evans.    Since the event the Foundation 
Office has received many letters and emails from guests saying how much they enjoyed the 
occasion.

Based on this success we are delighted to announce that The Right Honourable Lord 
Waddington has agreed to host a dinner in the House of Lords next year.  This will take place 
on February 13 2014.  If you would like to be included on the mailing list for this event please 
contact the Foundation Office.

Former Head of School Katherine 
Midgley (2003-10), who is on an 
exchange year in Finland as part of her 
Fine Art degree course at London’s 
Slade School was very proud to be able 
to exhibit some of her work in Helsinki. 
Katherine had met a Swedish art student 
Kristina Ståhl during her year at the 
Kuvataideakaternia and they were able 
to put together a joint exhibition.

In the publicity for the exhibition, 
Katherine’s work was described as having 
been “greatly influenced by walks through 
London, a city with ‘layers’ of history 
and a tangled mix of cultures. Her recent 
works show the profound effect that her 
stay in Helsinki has had on her practice, 
reflecting a mix of cultural and historical 
influences from both cities.”

Alumni 
Facebook 
Page

Have you had a look yet? 
QEGS Blackburn Alumni

Twitter
There is now a 
presence on Twitter 
just for former 
pupils but we need 

your help to promote it do follow 
@joannalavelle


